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Introduction
In recent years mixed approaches have been introduced combining the benefits of simulation and symbolic traversal techniques, thus coining the term hybrid verification. Instead of ensuring the complete exploration of the state space, hybrid verification pretends to provide efficient mechanisms to identify significantly large portions of the space space with a reduced computational complexity. Hybrid verification has been traditionally useful when the size of the system under analysis is too large to be fully verified by conventional means. In this cases, hybrid verification provides the designer with positive feedback to improve the reliability of the system in terms of the failures discovered.
We present a hybrid verification strategy tailored for asynchronous concurrent systems (including asynchronous circuits [6, 2] , network protocols, distributed systems [5, 3] , etc.). Even though existing hybrid approaches may be extended to asynchronous concurrent systems, to the best of our knowledge none of them exploits their peculiarities, i.e. the interleaved execution of concurrent events.
We propose a two-step mechanism based on a combination of simulation and reachability analysis (see Figure 1) . In a first step, simulation provides an initial depth-first view of the states in the system. In order to guarantee a good coverage of the state space, simulation detects those states where the system chooses between excluding execution sequences (i.e. branching sequences). Then, each one of the possible excluding sequences will be further explored. Then, symbolic traversal is applied to improve the state coverage. The information about the ordering in which events are fired, obtained by simulation, is used to guide the way in which traversal is applied [6] . Reachability analysis is performed for each one of the sequences generated by the simulation phase, accumulating the obtained states.
Simulating Transition Systems
A transition system (TS) [1] is composed of a non-empty set of states S, a non-empty alphabet of events , a transition relation T S S, and a set of initial states S in . A TS is a formalism oriented to modeling asynchronous concurrent systems that emphasizes the execution of abstract events rather than how they are encoded.
We introduce a novel simulation approach for transition systems that automatically provides a good state space coverage. At each explored state the causality between firable events is analyzed to identify conflicts between them. Conflict detection allows to identify execution sequences that exclude each other. Simulation chooses a particular ordering among all possible interleaved executions of concurrent events, limiting its effectiveness. Section 3 shows that event interleaving due to concurrency can be explored efficiently by symbolic traversal once the information from a simulation sequence is available. Figure 2 illustrates different conflict situations between events: (a) shows three events e 1 , e 2 , e 3 that are mutually concurrent; (b) shows a symmetric conflict between e 1 and e 2 ; and (c) shows an asymmetric conflict in which e 2 disables e 1 but not the contrary (event e 3 remains concurrent to e 1 and e 2 ).
Symmetric conflicts are associated to states in which the system takes a decision. Each branch may involve completely different sets of events and thus produce distinct/disjoint sets of states. Different sequences are generated for each branch in order to achieve a better coverage of the state space. Asymmetric conflicts can be associated to disablings, in which the firing of one event (the disabler) prevents the firing of a second event (the disabled). 
Guided traversal
The sequences generated by the simulation, together with the enabling information at each state, allows to analyze the causality relations between events. Such causality is exploited to improve the traversal by using chaining [6] .
Causal event structures describe all possible sequential and concurrent executions of a set of events. A causal event structure [4] (CES) is a tuple h i where = fe 1 : : : e n g is a finite set of events and is a strict partial order (irreflexive and transitive) over called the causality relation. Given a CES the following relations can be defined where co is called the concurrency relation:
Provided a sequence of events, we can recover a partial order showing the causality relationships among those events, i.e. a CES. A topological order of the events of a CES is a sequence e 1 e n 2 (n = j j), such that all e i are distinct and 8 1 i j n : e i e j ) i < j .
Firing the events following such topological order guarantees that when an event is fired all its causal predecessors have been already fired. Given an event e ready to fire, if all the events concurrent to e have been already fired, most states in which e is enabled will be already reached. A traversal algorithm in which events are fired following the topological order derived from the causality relations, guarantees a maximum effectiveness.
Given a set of simulation sequences, we propose the following three-step traversal algorithm: (1) Generate the CES for each sequence. (2) Find a topological order for the events in the CES. (3) Execute a symbolic traversal from the initial state by applying each event exactly once. Events will be applied following the topological order extracted from the CES. The states generated after the image computation of one event will be immediately applied as domain for the image computation of the successor event, thus chaining the effect.
